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Felicity Huntingford
Buckland Professor of Fisheries 2016

How smart are fish and why 
does this matter to fishers?



Having quick intelligence or ready mental capability
Able to learn and understand things easily

Intelligence: 
The ability to acquire and apply knowledge and skills

What does “smart” mean?



Archerfish as an illustration



Catching prey in this way 
requires fish to:

 Match strength of jet to stickiness of prey

 Judge angle and distance, allowing for 
surface refraction and prey movement

NOT 
SMART

SMART

Schuster et al. 2007 Schlegel et al. 2006

Smart behaviour:
• Not hard-wired
• Processing and integrating information
• Context-specific decisions



Fish, colloquially, a stupid and inept person
The guy’s a fish. He can’t do anything right

So how smart are fish? The myth

Fish lack the machinery for smartness 
 Poor learning capacity 
 Short memory span

Fish behaviour is essentially simple and reflex-like

Dictionary of American Slang 2006



Short memory span? 

So how smart are fish? 
What science shows

The reality (and why it matters)

Poor learning capacity?

A few days A lifetime

Croy & Hughes 1991 Czanyi 1985

Fish are capable of all the kinds 
of learning that have been demonstrated in mammals 

Fish memories are long enough 
for the purpose 



Why this matters to fishers: 
finding fish

Under catch and release, 
trout learn to recognise 
anglers, move away

Young and Hayes 2004

Long memories for bad things



Ferno and Huse 1983 

• After biting baited hooks   
cod stop responding to them
• And avoided unhooked bait

Why this matters to fishers: 
catching fish 

Hook shyness
Long memories for bad things



Check list of behavioural capacities in 
famously “smart” animals

Simple reflex-like behaviour?



 Making things

 Cooperation 

 Social learning and traditions

 Navigation using learned mental maps

 Using objects 
as tools 



 Navigation using learned mental maps

• Intertidal gobies 
form mental maps 
of their home 
ranges at high tide

• Use these to find 
their way home 
when stranded by 
the tide

How do fish measure up to this check list?

Aronson 1971 



And their forebrain size is 
65% that of intertidal fish

White & Brown 2015

Sub-tidal gobies are not 
nearly so good at spatial 
learning

Navigating using mental maps may require brain power



Reef fish learn to use topographic 
features as landmarks to define 
their home ranges

Identifying suitable sites 
for protected areas

Meyer & Holland 2005

Placing reserve boundaries at such 
natural borders could encourage fish 
to use protected areas 

Why this matters to fishers:
conserving fish

Learned mental maps



Cultured salmon have a poor 
capacity for spatial learning

Brain size in captive-reared 
salmon 60% that of wild fish 

Enrichment: 
• Improved spatial learning
• 150% more nerve growth

Salvanes et al. 2013 

Why this matters to fishers:
conserving fish

Kihslinger et al. 2006

Learned mental maps

Poor survival on release



Tusk fish use stones as anvils 
to break mollusc shells

 Using objects (as tools)

Jones et al. 2011

How do fish measure up to our check list?

Brown 2012



I immediately replaced the material as well as I could in its 
former place, but Mr Stickleback was not at all satisfied with 
my arrangement, and set to work diligently to adjust it 
himself... Buckland 1888

 Making things

Buckland 1888 Natural History of British Fishes

Goal based



 Cooperation with other species

• Prefer to bite off scales and 
mucous instead of lice

• Good at impulse control

• Do not nip if potential 
clients are watching

• Machiavellian intelligence

Gingens & Bshary 2016



Gather information about risk 

Predator inspection

Costs are reduced by:
• Cooperative inspection
• Recognising and avoiding cheats

 Cooperation within shoals:

Milinski et al. 1997                                                                                                      

Make risk-dependent decisions



Species targeted by spear fishers 
react to divers at a greater distances 
when outside a protected areas 

Januchowski-Hartley et al. 2012

Why this matters to fishers:
conserving fish

Inspecting and remembering 
predators

Effectiveness of 
protected areas



Feeding

 Social learning and traditions

Schuster et al. 2006

Reef fish make daily journeys 
from feeding to resting sites

Unless there are residents, in 
which case they follow them

Helfman & Schultz 1984

Transplanted fish maintain 
their old routes

Different groups use different 
resting sites and different routes

Through social learning/traditions

Grunts 



Tran et al. 2016

Non-target species also respond
sooner outside reserves

Why this matters to fishers:
conserving fish

Surgeonfish

Inspecting and remembering 
predators

Social learning

Effectiveness of 
protected areas



How smart are fish? 

• Variety of smart behaviour

This is not new 

• Long memories for bad experiences

• Well developed learning capacities



The views of people other than scientists who spend 
time with fish: traditional and recreational fishers 

What fishers know

Martina Quaggiotto
Marine Ecologist

University of Glasgow, UK Glasgow University



Voices of fishers, from the printed page 



Academic studies of traditional knowledge

Sources

Writing by fishers for fishers
• Walton - The Compleat Angler 1653
• Buckland - The Natural History of  British Fishes 1888 
• Roghi - Pesci e fucili (Fish and spears) 1952
• Jardine - Fly-Fishing For Trout 1991



When you find a big, old and smart individual, what is 
more beautiful than observing the wonderful sense of 
orientation safely driving it in the middle of that infernal 
labyrinth of rocks? 

Roghi 1952

Learned mental maps



Shivaji et al. 2014 

Notopterus

Local fishers locate bubble rafts, wait for dragonflies and 
then net the fish 

Making things



Isaak Walton 1653 

After several days’ fishing, your 
game will be very wary and you 

shall hardly get a bite. 

Then your only way is to desist from your sport 2 or 3 days 
(meanwhile providing worms without hooks).

Then you may enjoy your former recreation.

Long memories for bad things



Charles Jardine 1991

A Rainbow Trout from any water is a 
worthy adversary ..the prospect becomes 
even more stimulating if the quarry is also 
educated  - by definition, caught and 
released on a number of occasions, 
making the trout wary  of artificial fly and 
all but the most artful presentations.

Long memories for bad things



Once a shoal has been caught, 
the largest takes the lead  and, 
thus guided, every portion of 
the net is carefully examined, if 
a hole be found, through it they 
all make their escape. 

Cooperation

Social learning 

If unsuccessful in this, the leader 
rises swiftly to the corks, and, 
followed by all the others, 
throws itself into the water 
beyond, and thus they effect 
their escape.

Buckland 1888



Let’s go into the sea, mask on the face, 
and let’s go living with the fish

Let’s notice immediately one thing: the 
Fish is not stupid. 

Why does the small fish wag its tail 
around you in a lively and self-
confident way, while the big fish, after 
giving an ambiguous look at you, goes 
away suspicious? 

The small fish can “understand” that 
you are harmless to it, you that is so 
huge, while the big one perceives an 
unknown but certain danger.

You can argue: it is instinct. I agree. 
However, attributing this smart instinct 
to Fish is already a great achievement.



Scientists can learn a lot from fishers about fish behaviour

And how to teach people about it

Traditional and recreational fishers know that fish are smart



Thank you for your attention

Now over to Charles for the fisherman’s view

Fishing for knowledge: observations of a life-long angler 


